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Drafts are the roadmaps for weaving – set up clearly, they lead to solid results on the loom.
Drafts are the technical drawings that weavers use to produce fabric.



Before beginning a weave draft,

as with mapmaking, the symbols

must be determined.

As the draft is developed, the

symbols make the details clear

to anyone who has studied the

conventions laid out by the author.

Doris Goerner, 
“Woven Structure and Design, Part 1”



A weave draft is shorthand to

demonstrate how the threads

are arranged and manipulated

to form a particular fabric.

The square that shows how the

warp and weft threads intersect

is called the “binding”.



1. Introduction:

Weave drafting is ancient – the computer software we use today is the evolved 

representation of centuries of work.

Basics:

A weave draft is a mathematical or pictorial representation of fabric to be 

woven. In this lecture we are covering only single layer weaves for handloom or 

dobby loom.

Conventions for creating drafts within this session are as follows:

1. A woven textile is the result of binding 2 thread systems at right angles to one 

another. These systems are called warp and weft.

2. Bindungslehre is the methodical representation and creation of the various 

forms of intersection as they occur in weaving.



3. A binding refers to the rules governing intersecting warp and weft threads for 

a woven textile.

4. A binding point “Bindepunkt” is the actual intersection.

5. Floats are free floating warp or weft threads

6. A pattern or patrone (draft) is the graphed representation of binding of 

warp and weft .

7 The draft is represented on graph paper (or an electronic version).

8. Filled squares represent raised warp threads.

9. A rapport or repeat is the smallest number of warp and weft threads needed 

to duplicate the binding.



The Three ground binding systems from which all weaves are derived.

1. Plain weave - Weaving consists of interlacements of two thread systems – warp 
and weft. Plain weave in its simplest form is raising all even numbered warp ends 
followed by raising all odd numbered threads. A method for making two sheds is 
necessary – we’ll use 2 shafts on a horizontal loom here.

10-01 01-01-00

2. Twill weave- in twill weaves, the intersections are set over one thread and proceed 
in a diagonal fashion, min. 3 ends/3 picks

20-02 01-01-02



3. Satin weave – in satin weaves the intersections are not contiguous 
min. 5 ends/5 picks

30-01 04-01-03

The most prominent exceptions to ground bindings are barleycorn
(lace spot weave) and rosepath (similar to twill but bends the rules). 
Curiously, exceptions seem to fall into the favorite weave structures of 
4-shaft handloom weavers.



There are many ways to represent a weave draft.
Computer technology now allows us to use a virtual graph
and not need to be as accurate as when drafts were
drawn by hand.

I have included some examples of the various ways that
weavers have, over time, depicted their projects.

And yes, when I first began weaving, I did my first
drawdowns completely by hand, using only notebook
paper with squares rather than lines.





Early examples of
handwritten drafts





Draft done in ink on patron paper – 8 x 8 – at the time, required
for publication in Webe mit-



Johann Michael Kirschbaum – book of profile geometries for handweavers

Shows both the block design and the arrangement of blocks for threading/treadling.



Sample tieups from Kirschbaum – showing possibilities for
2 block designs. The weaver then mixed and matched as
desired when designing his fabric.

Note that the number of shafts and choice of structure were
not present in the first design – here are suggestions for looms
with 10 or 12 shafts.



Cyrus Uhler – 16 shaft threadings with assorted tieups note that the
undulations indicate how many times that group of shafts should be 
threaded – point draw over those shafts.



G H Oelsner – bindings. Note, the hash marks show the rapport 
(smallest single repeat). Beginning at the lower left corner, the number
of shafts is indicated by counting up to the hash mark. Number of treadles
is indicated by counting from that lower left corner right to the hash mark.



 Fachkunde/Werkstoffkunde – Study of fibers, spinning techniques, 
textile finishing, care of textiles

 Fachkunde/Arbeitskunde – Technology of handlooms, power looms, 
Jacquard looms – loom setup and operation including ancillary tools and 
equipment

 Fachrechnen – Math for weavers – yarn calculations, sett, reed 
measurements – from simple warp length to estimating quantities for production 
runs

 Fachzeichnen/Bindungslehre – technical drawing - bindings and 
drafting

 Gewebe Analyse/Musterzerlegung – Fabric Analysis and pattern 
decomposition

 Grundlagen der Textilgestaltung – principles of textile design



The study of Bindungslehre
was traditional for the education
of weavers, headed to become
independent handworkers.

This is the title page of the volume
(4 of 6 total) dedicated to this 
topic from the Weaving School
in Sindelfingen Germany,
actively educating professional
weavers until it closed in 2000.

Nina Jacoby and Barbara Knupper
studied there, as well as a few 
other weavers now active in 
N. America.



Discussion of Satin bindings
and basic variations.

Note the diagram showing 
“S” and “Z” directions with
a little binding square.

Note also the questions for
the student at the bottom of
the page.



Depiction of a simple twill
binding and the various 
representations to create
this fabric.

This page is translated in your 
handout and will be handled
later in the presentation.



Diagrammatic representation of
bindings and how they are 
shown in weave drafts for both
countermarche and dobby looms.

Note that the lower lams mark the
black tieup squares, indicating 
rising warp threads. In much
European weaving literature,
the black square indicates a rising 
warp – check the draft – a black 
square on the tieup indicates
a rising shed.

The plans for the dobby, in the 
lower half of the page equate to lift
plans today.



ISO Weaves – ISO Standard 9354
A naming system for basic weaves

Prior to adopting this standard in 1976, there had been
a German DIN norm 61101. This German standard was adopted
internationally.

The DIN norm 61101 was the collection of the systematic notation 
developed by German weavers in the mid 18th and early 19th centuries.



ISO nomenclature for bindings. There are four groups, separated by a hyphnen. 
Within the group, there can be one or more two digit numbers separated by spaces.

1. Kind of weave, or binding art. A single,  2-digit number.

2. Interlacing – a description of the raised and lowered warp threads in numeric
terms. Can be more than one 2-digit number separated by a space.

3. Sequence of interlacing. This shows the number of warp threads acting
together – again with one or more 2-digit numbers separated by a space.

4. Step or move number, from the German the rise. 
Once more this is represented with one or more 2-dig numbers separated by a space.

Note: the starting point for all diagrams that follow is the lower left hand corner.
The interlacing is calculated on the column, moving from bottom to top.
The sequence of interlacing is done left to right.
The step number is calculated bottom to top.



ISO Notation for the basic binding systems.
The first two digit number designates the binding system – here we have
1 for plain weave and 0 or 1 as the second digit to designate the position 
of the first warp thread, located in the lower left-hand corner of
the binding diagram.

10
Plain

11
Plain



Here are examples for twill – showing the derivation
of the first two digit portion of the ISO designation.

20
Twill

21
Twill



5-end satin, showing options for first warp up or down.
Using the old nomenclature, S designates a sateen or weft
satin and A designates “atlas” or warp faced satin.

30
Sateen

31
Sateen



ISO Notation for the basic binding systems.
The second two digit number designates the interlacing, a description
of the raised and lowered warp threads in numeric terms.
Can be more than one two digit number.

10-01 01 11-01 01



Here are examples for twill – showing the derivation
of the second two digit portion of the ISO designation.
Note that when the direction of the twill changes, so
does the binding.

20-02 01 21-01 02



5-end satin, showing options for the second portion of the ISO
description, 1 thread up and 4 down in the left example, reversed 
on the right

30-01 04 31-04 01



ISO Notation for the basic binding systems.
The third portion of the ISO description describes the sequence of
interlacing. In the most common weaves, this is single threads alternating
to form the binding. These examples are all simple alternations.

10-01 01-01 11-01 01-01



Here are examples for twill – showing the third
two digit portion of the ISO designation.
Note that both bindings alternate single threads
hence the value of this portion is the same for 
both.

20-02 01-01 21-01 02-01



5-end satin, showing options for the third portion of the ISO
description, both bindings alternating single threads to make
the fabric. Here, also, the third portion is the same.

30-01 04-01 31-04 01-01



ISO Notation for the basic binding systems.
This is the complete notation for plain weave with alternating single
threads – for both conditions – first warp up and first warp down.
The 00 in the 4th element indicates a straight alternation of single
weft picks that is common to plain weaves and their derivatives.
For more complex bindings, this 4th element indicates the “rise” in 
the progression of interlacements .

10-01 01-01-00 11-01 01-01-00



Here are examples for twill – showing the final notation.
The “rise” is computed by counting the number of weft
threads passed over before the intersection of the next 
thread to the right. 

20-02 01-01-02 21-01 02-01-01



5-end satin, showing the final description.
As one browses the binding, there is a skip upward in weft threads of 2 or 3
as the warp threads progress from left to right

30-01 04-01-03 31-04 01-01-02

The following slides accompany the examples on page 3
and show an expanded version of the bindings there.



The following examples show the binding in its smallest form,
the ISO description, and the older German notation that
formed this system.

L = Leinwandbindung or plain weave
K = Koeper or twill
A = Atlas or satin

What looks like a fraction is the order of warp ends up or down
rather than the ISO depiction with multiple two digit
numbers. The S or Z at the end indicates the direction of twill weaves.

To illustrate how these weaves look when tiled across a screen, there is
an accompanying JacqCAD screen for each ISO number.
All have been verified by typing the ISO number into the blank on the 
JacqCAD screen -





















The Step changes from 06 to 05



Now 2 threads move as one. Twill flattens.



4 threads run together making the twill very flat.

















Source: IGH-Sindelfingen   4. And 5. Based on CM loom walking treadles 1, 4, 2, 3.



3. Threading.
It makes no difference what you use for threading, as long
as the binding you designed remains unchanged.
Here are  examples of a simple goose eye twill on multiple loom 
configurations with multiple threadings/treadlings and all
produce exactly the same fabric once off the loom.
All samples tromp as writ.



One binding, here a
simple goose eye twill
with 4 bands that
weaves easily on 16
shafts with a point
threading and 
a point treadling.

Can this binding 
be woven 
in another way?



4 banded goose
eye twill, same as
previous slide –
modified to weave
on 12 shafts.



4 banded goose
eye twill, same as
previous slide –
modified to weave
on 8 shafts.



4 banded goose
eye twill, same as
previous slide –
modified to weave
on 4 shafts.



Source: IGH-Sindelfingen   4. And 5. Based on CM loom walking treadles 1, 4, 2, 3.



Changes to tieup and treadling do change the basic binding.



A new tieup
produces a new
binding, still a point
twill.



Substituting a patterned
point draw as treadling
produces an interesting
variation, a new binding,
and no restructuring of 
the loom setup.



Source: IGH-Sindelfingen   4. And 5. Based on CM loom walking treadles 1, 4, 2, 3.



Adaptations of a simple waffle binding to
accommodate the features of various 
looms.
1. Point threading/treadling, rising shed
2. Point threading/tieup and treadling changed to 

accommodate  walking the treadles
3. Point threading/liftplan for a table or dobby

loom



Straightforward draft
for waffle weave on
7 shafts.

Point threading and
treadling, binding
created with tieup.



The same waffle
weave – same  threading
but with tieup and
treadling adjusted for
walking the treadles
from left to right,
outside to inside.



Once  again,
waffle weave on
7 shafts.
This time, a liftplan
has been substituted
for tieup and
treadling.



Source: IGH-Sindelfingen   4. And 5. Based on CM loom walking treadles 1, 4, 2, 3.



2. Presenting the Reed Denting in the Production Draft

While not usual, it can be very helpful in displaying
the effect of denting in the finished fabric as shown by 
the following examples.



Uneven denting is difficult to represent, though Weavepoint does allow differing
thread densities based on yarn descriptions.

Here, for a curtain fabric, the blue warp stripes are threaded 3 ends per dent and the
alternating tabby warp is threaded 2 ends per dent.

Some programs offer thick/thin thread descriptions – these can be manipulated 
display uneven denting.





Yarns defined as 30 or 45 epi for fabric view.



Drawdown showing all threads equal.















Now it is time for the quiz.
Collaboration is essential to completing the
exercises.

There is an answer key to assist you in correcting
your answers.

There are no grades being given -







What about the “derivation”?
The building blocks of bindungslehre
can be combined, rotated, sliced and
diced in any way the weaver chooses
to produce a wide array of textiles.
Here are some ways to incorporate the
basics of bindings into creating original
weave structures and fabrics.



10-01 01-
01-00 or
L 1/1

10-03 03-
01-00 or RQ 
3/3

10-01 01-02-00 or RL 
1/1 2t

10-02 02-02-00 or P2/2 
2t

10-03 02-02 
01-00 or P 
3/2 2+1t

10-03 01 02 02 01 01 01-03 01 
02 02 01 01 01-00 or 
P 3/1/2/2/1/1/1 
3+1+2+2+1+1+1t

Plain Weave: Standard threading/treadling sequences R=Rib, Q=horizontal, L = vertical,  P=Panama or basket

20-01 05-01-01
K ___1___ Z

5

20-03 02 01 
02-01-02
K_3   1     Z

2   2 
(Step 2)

20-05 -03-01-07
K __5__S

3

20-03 01 02 02 
01 03-01-01
K_3   2   1    Z

1   2    3

20-02 01 01 02 
01 03-01-01
K __2   1   1   Z

1   2   3

Ground: 20-03 03-01-01
K__3    Z 

3
Cross twill, over 3 threads

Twill Weave



8. Threading/Treadling standards - In addition to DIN 61101, DIN 61110 
describes a series of standard threading and treadlings used to produce 
production drafts. 

Straight draw left S, right Z

Intermittent Draw

Scattered Draw

Point Draw

Extended Point Draw

Patterned Point Draw

Broken Draw

Broken Point Draw

Block Draw with 2 Blocks

Multi-section Draw with 2 Shaft Sections



Color and weave.
These samples are simple tabby
using careful alternation of 
color in both warp and weft.

Above, the sequence is aa 5(ba) b 
3 (aabb)

At left the color sequence is 7 (ab)
3(abb)



Color and weave
using various bindings
combined with simple
alternating color in
both warp and weft.
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